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most appropriate journal to send their latest research articles.
Authors sometimes have difﬁculty distinguishing among the major
journals, and are concerned that they will be asked to pay large
page charges. Another worry is that their articles might be tied
up for many months in the review process and ultimately rejected.
On the other hand, there are new journals springing up all the time,
with some of them offering novel perks, such as free open
access and fast review times. However, such new journals often
lack visibility and a recognized impact factor, so an article
published in one of these new journals might not get noticed or
count toward tenure and promotion. In contrast to these concerns
about new on-line journals and the older, established journals,
the journal Biological Conservation is worth considering for the
following reasons:
High visibility on the Internet. Google scholar rates Biological
Conservation as the #1 amongst 20 journals in the ﬁeld of ‘Biodiver-
sity and Conservation Biology’ based on its H5-index of 60.
High Impact Factor. Web of Science rates Biological Conserva-
tion as the #1 amongst the specialist conservation in the ﬁeld of
‘Biodiversity Conservation’ based on total citations, and #3 based
on the Impact Factor of 4.036 (5 year IF 4.7). It is #2 in all 42 jour-
nals in this category in terms of total citations, and #7 based on
Impact Factor.
No Page Charges. Biological Conservation does not have page
charges, in contrast with other leading conservation journals. Color
illustrations are free in the on-line version of the article.
Pre-Submission Evaluation. Before submitting a ﬁnal paper to
Biological Conservation, authors can send the title and abstract to
the Editors of the journal for a fast evaluation of the appropriate-
ness of their article to the journal. Authors typically receive
feedback within two days and almost always within a week.
Flexibility with references and data. Authors have ﬂexibility in
terms of the format of the references and how to archive support-
ing data and make it publically available at no cost. In addition,
supplementary raw research data ﬁles (e.g. data tables) are freely
available from the website whereas other journals’ are behind
the pay-wall.
Rapid review. Once the article has been submitted, Biological
Conservation has a rapid ﬁrst editorial review process. Papers not
appropriate for the journal are returned without peer review,saving authors valuable time. The average time from the date of
submission to the ﬁrst editorial decision is 4.7 weeks. First editorial
decisions are usually made in one or two weeks for articles not sent
out for review, and 4 to 10 weeks for articles sent out for full peer
review.
Reasonable acceptance rate for reviewed articles. Of articles
that are send out for review, about 50% are eventually accepted
for publication.
Rapid production process. Once articles are accepted, they go
through a fast production process and soon appear on-line. The
overall quality of presentation of ﬁnal papers is high.
Authors retain rights. Authors retain many of the rights to
their papers after publication, such as freedom to distribute copies
to colleagues and students as part of teaching.
Free access. Authors can make their ﬁnal version of the paper
(i.e. before preparation of proofs by the journal) freely available
on their institutional website immediately upon acceptance of
the paper for publication; so called Green Open Access. Other jour-
nals do not allow, or only allow delayed Green Open Access.
Authors can also choose the option of paying for Open Access of
the published paper (Gold Open Access). A recent innovation is
that authors are provided a personal web address which they can
email to colleagues and post on social media that provides 50 days
free access of the ﬁnal published paper. There is no need for the
author or readers to sign up or register for access; they can
download the published article with one click.
Authors are satisﬁed. Authors publishing in Biological
Conservation report a satisfaction rate with the journal of over
95%, in contrast with an average of 80–85% for other journals.
For all of these reasons and more, Biological Conservation is an
excellent journal in which to publish your best papers in the ﬁeld
of conservation, particularly those articles with relevance to con-
servation management. We are especially looking for outstanding
review articles and proposals for Special Issues on the most
exciting new topics. We look forward to hearing from you.
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